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'ood and ELlett1 discovered in 15 23 that the 

degree of polarization of resonance radiation from 

certain metallic vapors excited by plane polarized 

light was changed by the application of an exter¬ 

nal magnetic field. They found that for mercury, 

\2536, if the exciting beam was directed east with 

its electric vector vertical and with the earth's 

magnetic field neutralized, the polarization of the 

resonance radiation from the mercury was linear and 

its degree was 50/° in any horizontal direction and 

zero vertically. A field of only 2 gauss directed 

north reduced the degree of polarization in the nor¬ 

therly direction to nearly zero (the decrease in the 

degree of polarization with increasing magnetic 

field being exponential), changed, the polarization 

in the easterly direction and also in the vertical 

direction to 60fo, and increased the intensity in 

the vertical direction by a factor of three. The de¬ 

gree of polarization in zero magnetic field did not 

approach 1 new even at low pressures, since a degree 

of 90^ was found with the vapor at -50°C, (Mien rad- 
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iation first appeared). 

Wood and ELlett found also when exciting 

sodium vapor with the sodium D lines that the ef¬ 

fects observed were similar to those for mercury, 

but differed in several respects; magnetic fields 

forty times stronger were required to produce a sim¬ 

ilar effect and the degree of polarization in zero 

field was only This 6^ at zero field was thought 

to be due to traces of hydrogen in the resonating 
2 

sodium; later work by ELlett has definitely attri¬ 

buted this low polarization to traces of hydrogen as 

well as to too high vapor pressure of sodium in the 

apparatus. 

This work by ELlett was performed with greatly 

improved apparatus. A sodium discharge tube was es¬ 

pecially designed to give a strong source of unre¬ 

versed light, thus making it possible to excite 

strong resonance radiation in the sodium vapor in 

the resonance bulb at a vapor temperature so low that 

the depolarizing action of vapor pressure was entire¬ 

ly eliminated. The apparatus for measuring the pol¬ 

arization is shown in Fig. t. The degree of polari¬ 

sation was measured by compensation with inclined 

plates in the usuol manner. The plates had, of 
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course, "been calibrated with a sodium flame. 
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The percent of polarization of a partially pol¬ 

arized "beam is defined "by 

where I and IT are intensities of the two plane pol¬ 

arized components into which the beam is resolved "by 

a double image prism so adjusted that I/If is a maxi¬ 

mum. This amounts to the same thing as considering 

the beam resolved into a plane polarized component 

and an unpolarized one, P being the intensity of the 

plane polarized component expressed as percent of the 

total intensity. 

ELlett found that if the exciting light was 

unpolarised, in the absence of a magnetic field, the 

light emitted along both OY and OZ (see Fig. 2) is 



,,0?o polarized, with maximum electric intensity in 

the plane YOZ. The effect of a magnetic field paral¬ 

lel to OX is to increase the 

,Y polarization to a maximum of 

2C.O/3 in a field of 60 gauss. 

L field alone OY causes x 

light emitted parallel to the 

field to become unpolarized 

z 

Fig. 2 
and produces 14.2,s polariza¬ 

tion in that emitted along OZ. The maximum electric 

intensity is then parallel to OY. But if the excit¬ 

ing beam is plane polarized with the electric vector 

parallel to OY, light emitted along OY is unpolarized 

in the absence of a magnetic field, while that emitted 

along OZ is 16. 37s polarized, the direction of max¬ 

imum electric intensity being parallel to OY. The 

effect of an impressed magnetic field parallel to OY 

is to increase this polarization to a maximum value 

of 44.O7S in a field of 160 gauss* 

Many attempts were made to explain these pol- 
X 

arization effects theoretically, notably by ELdridge, 

rringsheim^, Pringsheim and Gaviola^, Joos^, and 

Ereit^; calculations made on the basis of the theo- 
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ries of these writers were not in complete agreement 
o 

with the observations, Ellett0 then suggested that 

the presence of a nuclear magnetic moment might he 

the cause of the discrepancies between theory and 

observations. 

It was then suggested that this proposal of 

Ellett might prove valuable as a means of determin¬ 

ing the nuclear magnetic moment of certain elements 

where the direct measurement of hyperfine separa¬ 

tions is impossible because of the high resolving 
O 

power required. For instance, the ^P*,,)* state of 

an atom has such a small separation between the 

hyperfine levels that adequate direct spectroscopic 

measurements cannot be made. It should be possible 

to determine this separation constant by measuring 

the variation of the degree of polarization of the 
0 

resonance radiation associated with this 

state in various magnetic fields and to determine 

from this an approximate value of the nuclear mag¬ 

netic moment. 

larriclq and Ellett and Heydenburg1 0 used 

this method for getting the nuclear magnetic moment 

of sodium, larricl: used the sodium P doublet and 
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ELlett and Ileydenburg the 3‘~3y2 — 4~P%)& ultra¬ 

violet doublet. Both found that a nuclear annuler 

momentum of I=3/2(h/°v) fitted their data best. 

Their values for the hyperfine separation constants 

for the several sodium lines they used were A= 6.6x10 

to 7«5xin"4and 1 .C7x104respectively. On the basis of 

these values of A and I (usine an approximate value 

of the average effective nuclear charge) an approx¬ 

imate value of g(I), the lande factor for the nucleus, 

was found to be 1.35 to 1.7 and 1.33* This is of 

course the ratio of the magnetic to the mechanical 

moment of the nucleus. Thus they got values of 2.25 

to °.6 and 1,99 proton magnetons for the nuclear mag¬ 

netic moment. 

The reason that it is possible to determine the 

hyperfine separation constant for a level by getting 

the variation of the degree of jolarization of reso¬ 

nance radiation with magnetic field strength is that 

the sub-levels undergo a Taschen-Eaclr effect. Inten¬ 

sities of transitions which undergo a Pasehen-Bach 

effect, we shall soon see, are functions of the var- 

5(3) He 
iable 11= 4™^ where gfJ) is the lande factor 

for the extranuclear electrons, H is the magnetic 
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field in gauss, e/m is the specific charge of the 

electron in electromagnetic units, and c is the 

velocity of light. The degree of polarization of 

the resonance radiation is thus a function of H and 

A only through the ratio II/A. This malces it possible 

to compute theoretical values for the degree of pol¬ 

arization for different values of the ratio II/A for 

a particular value of I; by comparing such a com¬ 

puted curve with the experimental curve for the 

degree of polarization versus H, we can determine 

A and I. Then using a formula derived by Goudsmit^] 

it is possible to get an approximate value of g(I) 

and so of the nuclear magnetic moment. 
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OUTLINE OF THEORY" 

1. Darwin's formulae for intensities of the Zeeman 

effect in ordinary multiplet structure. 

2. Goudsmit's and Bâcher*s modification of Earwigs 

formulae to apply them to the Zeeman effect of 

hyperfine structure. 

3. Application of these formulae to the present case. 

a. Diagram of possible transitions. 

b. Calculations of the populations of the excited 

levels. 

c. Calculation of the percent of polarization if 

the 2Sl/z — 2P3/i line alone is used in excitation. 

d. Calculation of the percent of polarization if 

the doublet is used for excitation. 

e. Determination of A for an element of one iso¬ 

tope. 

4. Goudsmitfs formula for determining g(I) and 

hence yw., 
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THEORY 

1. In order to get the degree of polarization of 

the resonance radiation under consideration as a func- 

tio^of H/A, it is necessaiy to use Darwin*s me¬ 

thod’ of determining intensities in the Zeeman effect 

for ordinary multiplets. Darwin derives simple alge¬ 

braic formulae which give the intensity of any com¬ 

ponent of a Zeeman pattern in any field. First he 

gets a system of equations 

—0«-I,S-H p(k-u.ti)(e+s+i) + Q„J4[W-J3*2US-wJ 2s)] (1 ) 

-dw.,5-1 pU-tutOlr-s+O =. 0 

where u> = , H being the field, e/m the specific 

electronic charge, c the velocity of light; H is 

Pianolas constant and (3 =■ the multiplet separation 

constant. In this equation we have k =0,1,2,3 for 

s,p,d,f, electronic states, and r = n,1/>,1,—— 

for singlets, doublets, triplets, , and u is 

any integer between -k and k inclusive, and s is 

either an integer or half integer with r (i.e., r + s 

is an integer), and |sl4r. These equations are to be 

set down and arranged in sets according to their 

u+s=m, m being a constant. For the a*s to exist, 

the determinant of their coefficients must vanish. 
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Therefore, we determine the Y/*s such that this 

determinant vanishes. For a given set of VI1s, let 

the largest W have a quantum number 3 =3e+ r, the 

next j = 3c+r -1, etc. down the scale. Substitute 

the Y/T s in their original equations and solve the 

resulting equations for the a*s. These a*s are the 

coefficients in an expansion of the characteristic 

function. Knowing the afs, we substitute them in the 

previously mentioned intensity formulae, as follows: 

for a perpendicular component, m-*-m-1 : 

T { ? <C-s,s Cl-M tk»»t~s,)! (k-wtt)1, }  

for the parallel component, j-’-j1, m-^m: 

j_ 4(liC'v V’J   
,l'c+m -S)UK-W *S) l j 12^1.0J**'’»-s~') • (•<->« ts -l)J 

for the other perpendicular component, m-*-mv| : 

T  [?<£',s f  (2- 

+m-s) ’ iK-m ■*-»>* "J ^2(<ClV-S, jV^+V) + + 

These are the intensities of the Zeeman components 

(produced by the application of the proper selection 

rules) observed in a direction at right angles to the 

magnetic field, and are not the energies emitted. 
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2. G-oudsmit and Bâcher*pointed out that with 

slight modifications these same intensity formulae 

can he applied to the raschen-Back effect in hyper- 

fine structure. This application to hyperfine struc¬ 

ture is of particular interest because it provides 

the only known test of the theory of the gradual 

change of the Zeeman effect with a change of magne¬ 

tic field from weak to strông, since there are no 

suitable ordinary multiplets available for this pur¬ 

pose. Ordinary multiplets are caused by the inter-»- 

action between the resultant orbital angular mom¬ 

entum and the resultant spin angular momentum of 

the extranuclear electrons; hyperfine structure 

separations are caused by the interaction between 

the total extranuclear angular momentum and the 

nuclear angular momentum. The roles of s, the resul¬ 

tant spin angular momentum, l,the resultant orbital 

angular momentum, and J, the total angular moment¬ 

um (extranuclear) in ordinary multiplet structure 

are taken by I, the nuclear angular momentum, J, 

the total extranuclear angular momentum, and F, the 

resultant angular momentum in hyperfine structure. 

Also, the addition to the energy in a very strong 



magnetic field due to nuclear spin, EIT , and to the 
1 3 

presence of a magnetic field, EM, is given by 

E„ + Ej, =(M+ Mrq(i))uJ + A Mj Mi 

Use of this expression and the above correlation of 

quantum numbers allows immediate adaptation of the 

preceding results of Darwin to the problem of the Zee- 

man effect in hyperfine structure; we get from Eq* (2) 

where A is the interval unit of hyperfine structure, 

g is the lande g factor for the extranuclear electrons, 

w is H times the frequency of the larmor precession 

jjftZc. in cm'» H is ‘the extemallyjapplied magnetic 

field responsible for the Zeeman effect under consid¬ 

eration, E is the displacement in energy levels in 

wave number units from the hypothetical level which 

would exist if there were no nuclear spin and no ap¬ 

plied magnetic field. The X's correspond to the a*s 

in ordinary multiplet theory. 

There is one point on which the correlation is 

not exact; for ordinary multiplets, J! has the select¬ 

ion rule AA-tl, while corresponding to it in hyper¬ 

fine structure, J has the selection rule AJ = ±1. 
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The intensity relations of Darwin do not contain the 

transition 44=0 corresponding to aJ—0, hut the re¬ 

lations may he found simply by analogy. This gives: 

for a perpendicular component, ll7*IIf-1: 

' (J-Mj-J M;) UJ-*,)! CriM* (J•/] 

for the parallel component, II,-*II, : 

t. 4fïr x& , 

for the other perpendicular component, J—, 11^11+1 

i- fa 

We substitute in the values for TIj, Mx, J,I, 

in Ei. ( 3) imposing the quantum conditions that 

|ï!j| ^ J, |îlj|él. Grouping the set of equations in 

chains containing the same variables, and having a 

constant 11,+ IIt»IIr, we equate the determinant of the 

coefficients of the X*s to zero and determine the 

ETs to satisfy this. These values of E are functions 

of H/A. As in DarwinTs scheme, we let the largest of 

a given set of roots have an F value of F=-H-J, the 

next a value F= I + J - 1, etc. We then substitute 

these E*s bach in Eq. (3) and solve for the Xfs. 

(13) 



In this paper the calculations were carried 

out for I = ,V2 for sodium, using the yellow doublet 

In this case the equations for IIP= ±2 

are quadratic, for I1P=*1 are cubic, and that for 

IIF = 0 is a quartic. Because of the fortunate fact 
10 o 2 

shown by ELlett that the l-3,/sl- PVi emitted line 

contributes nothing to the net polarization of the 

resonance radiation, we hare to calculate the pol- 

arization produced by the 3^— line only. 

The energies (in terms of A) were calculated 

for IL=1,)f2, 3,4,6,10, 13» The roots of the determi¬ 

nants were calculated to an accuracy of *1 in the 

fifth significant figure, and the intensities of all 

transitions in the hyperfine multiplet were obtained 

to an accuracy of one part in 103 4. 

3. Having the intensities of Zeeman components 

malcing up the hyperfine multiplet, we must compute 

the relative populations of excited states produced 

by radiation of a given polarization and intensity 

distribution. Since the present experiment was per¬ 

formed using plane polarised incident light with the 

electric vector parallel to the applied magnetic 
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field, not all the magnetic levels of the ‘"P3/it state 

of the sodium in the resonance hulh are filled by 

absorption. According to the well-hnown selection 

rule, A M= 0 gives the parallel polarized compo¬ 

nent of the Zeeman effect. Hence, in absorption, 

only those levels are filled for which A 1.1=0. A 

schematic diagram of the levels is shown in Fig. 3. 

In absorption, the level J*= 1: is raised to J= 3/2 

only through the selection fuie AMp=0 (and of 

course, A F = — 1,0, F- 0 -A F = 0, and 11 = 0-A 11 = 0 

for 4F = 0). So a given level, <* , in the J=-3/2 

system would normally by definition have a popu¬ 

lation of Zn, where Xn* is the sum of all 

the transitions from J1- 1/2 to J = 3/2 which end 

on <K and are polarized parallel to the magnetic 

field, and £<£< is the sum of all the transitions 

ending on that are polarized perpendicular to 

the magnetic field. But in this case parallel pol¬ 

arized incident light is used, and so only Z. TT* 

transitions occur in absorption, and since all the 

transitions can occur in emitted light, their in¬ 

tensities are necessarily reduced by the factor 
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Therefore, the observed intensities It = r a. 
Zïï<+zZ<r< • 

of parallel polarised light emitted in transitions 

from the level °( is £f?n4 and that of perpendicu¬ 

larly polarized light is . Table I gives a 

list of the perpendicular and parallel lines emitted, 

using the ordinary selection rules. 

Table I 

From level: 

F =3: 
F = 3 to F'= 2 

V = ? 

F = 2 to F»= 2 

F = 2 to F>~ 1 

Perp endicular 
Component 

Parallel 
Component 

= 3 to ’■¥- 2 
2 1 it—2 to iy — o i— 
1 01 1 1 
1 2 f 
0 11 0 0 
0 -tJ 

-t -21 -1 -1 
-1 oJ CJ ^

 
1 

1 

-1 
_o 

_o _o 

2 1 o 
t- 

o 
1 01 1 1 
1 
0 
0 

21 
11 

"]} 
-1 -21 -1 -1 
-1 oJ 

-1 _o 
1—, 

o 1 
Ï 0 1 1 
0 -n 0 0 
0 1 j 

-1 0 -1 -1 
-1 
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F = 1 : 
F = 1 to F* = 2 1L= 1 to K» = 21 

1 OJ 
0 V. 
n -1. 

-1 -2'. 

-1 0 

Mr=1 to II» = 1 

o n 

-1 -1 

F -1 to F»= 1 1 
0 
0 

-1 

1 

-1 

1 

-1 

F =1 to FT= 0 1 
-1 

0 0 0 
0 

F = 0 to F»= 1 

F =-0 to F1— 0 

n 
o 

o 0 

How if all the parallel polarized observed 

intensities calculated for a given value of JL are 

summed up, and all the perpendicular intensities 

calculated for that JL are summed up, we Itnow the 

degree of polarization is 

where Ir is the sum of the parallel components and 

I* is the sum of the perpendicular components. 

We now proceed to taire into account the effect 
O O 

of the — “PVl line. It was previously stated 
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that ELlett has shown that the “ SVi " transition 

does not give rise to any net polarization. There¬ 

fore, we calculate Paschen-Baclc intensities for the 
2 2 S7t— P3/a transitions only. However, since "both 

components of the doublet are necessarily used for 

the incident light beam in these experiments, the 

2Sl/t
— 2P,/% line adds to the total observed intensity 

and we must allow for it as follows: 

Plane po 

Vi 

,E 

Idriz&d 

H ^ 

( 

incident light’ X / 

r 

X ‘ / 

< 

i; 

* 

Observations made along I* , I,r . 

Pig. 4 

Call the degree of polarization Pl(' when the doublet 

is used. Since the intensity ratio of the components 

of the doublet in the source is 2:1 (this must be 

true in absorption also, and hence this method does 

not apply to caesium or rubidium where the absorp- 
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tion ratio is not 2:1), the total intensities are 

in the ratio 4:1; hence 

I*+ 2 Iy = 4(l,' + V + K) * >2. ]' 

p1  Î» Tv   I Vi* 
' rx4-iy^2i; " M- Vi, + ^ + ‘/3 ^/r. 

p'= . J 
^ is- P« (6) 

It is P,j that is plotted as a function of J1 

for a given I (see Graph I). Likewise, we observe 

the experimental value of for different values 

of H and plot P,* against H. By comparing these 

curves, a value of A can he chosen such that for a 

certain I value the curves can he made to coincide. 

4. Knowing these A values we can use the for¬ 

mula worked out by Goudsmit11to get g(I) and thus 

the nuclear magnetic moment, JA., Goudsmit gives as 

the formula for A in the case of a single outer 

electron in a penetrating orbit 

m. 

The derivation of this formula assumes that the pro¬ 

perties of the energy state can be considered as 

arising from two approximately hydrogenic regions of 



the atom, the outer one with an effective nuclear 

charge Z, and principal quantum number n0, and the 

inner one with an average effective nuclear charge 

ZL. The value of Z, is 1 for a neutral atom, 2 for 

a state of a#. once ionized atom, etc.; o( is called 

the Sommerfeld constant and has the value 2irea'/hc. 

For non-s electrons, the ordinary spin doublets are 

given by the formula 

Av-fisl££ e«J. A " HÎAU + I) 

Combine these two equations, assuming Z; has the same 

value in both and get 

A = AH-H) SU) cv»'1. 
Z<U+Zi) jlj + l) 18 38 (7) 

This formula does not give very good results, the 

reason for the discrepancy between it and experi¬ 

mental results having been shown by Breit1^ and by 

Racah1® to be due to the lack of a relativity cor¬ 

rection. For non-s electrons, they got for the cor¬ 

rected formula 

<n(l)=g A Zy A(1|ZL). (gjg 
3 4-VJUHO fclj.Zj 

K(j,Zi) is the relativity correction by which the pre¬ 

ceding equation for A has to be multiplied, is 

(21) 



likewise a correction term. They are given "by 

MJ,2;)=4 j(jV/aKj+ij4foH>p 2JZ 

z/| ^ L ft - (<< ZiJ1 J ^ j 

In a one-electron spectrum, the choice of the q.uan- 

tities n0, Z0, and. ZL is well defined. For s-electrons 

we can put Z’L= Z, the actual nuclear charge, because 

the contributions to the interactions come mainly 

from the region near the nucleus. For p-electrons, 

Zi used in the expression for w is throughout the 

periodic table equal to approximately (Z-4). It is 

not, however, the same Z; as that occurring in the 

hyperfine structure formula, Eq.. (8); the former is 

the "average fourth power" , the latter the "aver¬ 

age third power” of the effective nuclear charge. 

We thus expect the Z* for the hyperfine structure 

formula to be somewhat smaller that Z-4, but how 

much is uncertain. For heayy elements, this uncer¬ 

tainty is within the experimental error, but for 

lighter elements, and for larger J? values, the 

error is appreciable; in his paper, Goudsmit give? 

in a conveniently calculated table the corrections 

f and X for J = 1/2 and T — j/2, and for 1= 1 for 

(22) 



varions Zié 

When g(I) has "been obtained, and I is laiown, 

jx is obviously by the definition of g(I): 

(9) 
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CAICUIATIOïïS 

First, the energies E in terms of A are cal¬ 

culated for 0J,V2, 3, 4, 6, 10, 13, for the J=3/2 

and the J=1/2 states. 

J=1/2, 1 = 3/2: 

Mf= 2 .* 

E = 3/4 A ■+* 

Mr= 1 : 

= A(% +■ -«/g) 

~ ^yi(7z = ° 

-7A E- 4^ _u*- 4 2 
= 0 

tr+V + 12~ 

El+E A/z - -fc A1— AW/2 - u.y4 =0 

E = - ^ ± 'Ji f‘»A‘+2Awtw‘- 

E - A(-!i +>i>R + 2JI+-TLx) 

E = A ~ /^.y 4 2_rL+_ri? ) 

F= 2 

F= 2 

F = l 

(24) 



-*-M,A+ VA (e+ 

(E+
^ + w/“) - V/'A ^ - 0 

-A F + a/4 - ^ 

Et % + ^2 —A 
= O 

£l+ tAjz-is^ A\_ uy4 =0 

E=A(-M-h /il/4 + _n.1 ) F = 2 

E = A(-J^ - F * 1 

~
Z
-M* a/2 + rfcr% (e+3/,A-^2)^0 

3y2 =0 

-y* e+^A - ^ 
= 0 

E~ + w/z - 3<Vz 

E'-t- EA/2 - AV A Ui/2 - =0 

E = A (-/^ +/i |l-2-n.t-n.x) F =2 

E = A- ‘/2 l^r-2-n.+_ti') F - I 

(25) 



Mf= -2 : 

Xvfc/% w/z^=o 

E-At^A ~^~/z ) F = 2- 

See Table II for computed values. 

J = 3/2, 1 = 3/2: 

MP= 3: 
X%>-ya (^~ % A-5/zw)=0 

E=A(% + 3/z -ft) 

II 
F 

2: 

F=3 

~^ki% **,* (E'-^ A-% to) = 0 

M h-'Vz) — y2 A =o 

-3 A 
a E~— 3} A ~ U) 

= 0 
- 1A 

E*— E(%A + 2to) — 2^; Ax+ ?i OJ A -f co1 = O 

E =■ A ( % F= 3 

E = A(3/» +• _n. - '/zfÿ +- -n> ) F -Z 

(26) 



!ïr * 1 î 

~X^?h1A + ZA =0 

~^Va,'/i h (E + 3/4 A -3/2 UJ) - 0 

2,/A 3A (E + 34 A -+ w/i ) ~ X,hi % A = û 

-ZA E-A/4-^/2 -3A 

-A 

F+%A+w/z -A 

F + 54A-
?

AW 
= 0 

E3 + E2(?/AA-VZW) -+ A*- %AW-^) 

- A5 + Au, + % A u.-11- V» ui* = 0 

Compare with the general cubic: 

E3+ bE*+cE: + d= o 

let E = ïr b/3 

and get 

where p - c- tf/z 

| = d - bc/j + 2 b/a7 

O s A1 (■ T7 + % -*') 

(27) 



This was not solved in general hecanse of the 

difficulty in the manipulation of algebraic solu¬ 

tions. The various values of St for which a solu¬ 

tion was desired were substituted in p and g and 

these particular solutions were found. ( see Table 

III for the energy values obtained). Hôte that the 

value F = 3 was given to the largest of the roots, 

F =2 to the next, and F = 1 to the smallest value. 

1IF= 0 : 

~^-V2,yz x-'h/k (E+/Vî-+üy2 ) - 2A 

(£+%*+ y* **>) - XVijA/z 

= o 

-0 

-?A/z 

-\.Vl 9y* =0 

~x'/^h ^ + XVVi(r 

E +• ^ + ‘"/z -2 A O 

-A/i 

-2A 

0 

EtA/,-^2 ~9A/X 

-A/z ir + 9/4A-3/ico 

=o 

7? rAE‘wl- 141 Ef?-%EAu>x 

I (0 
M
 ~ 

f % ^ - 
4

 9 SS_ A« . I3J- A1 . "TST A + A ^ 

(28) 



This equation likewise was solved for the desired 

values of -fi- . (see Table III for the values of E 

obtained. ) 

llfT -1 : 

3A 4 (B~AA + Mh) - X'hr^h. 3-d -o 

~ A + X/v3/t 54 A -^/z)~ 0 

K + % A + 3 ^2 —A O 

- 3A Ê—^/» + w/î ~3A ~ ^ 

0 -A e+^A-^/z 

E* + E1 {% A +"y2w) -1- E(-*yib A1 -t- ^ Ato- w%) 

~ 4 ^4 ^ ~ -n. ^ A to1- l*j - <9 

let E = «j - 

and get t| * p y + ^ ~ 0 

where p-= c- bV3 

^ ~ d- bc/3 -t- 2 b/z.7 

p=:-^K, /*W = A' 

cp AH-^7 
4 Vs-Tt1] 

(29) 



ITote that this reduced equation for l.IP= -1 is 

exactly the same as the reduced equation for llF= 1. 

This greatly reduces the labor Involved in calcu¬ 

lating the roots. 

= 0 

"■X-yze'h ^ A + ■+ WA)=0 

?*,-*(*-=0 

-M/j, E- 34/, t“Vi 

E~ 3^ + 3/2 ^ 

E +• E (-% A •+ 2w) A7'- ^ A uj -j-3^ -o 

E- A (% ~-n- + 'A ) 

E= A(3/«-JJ_- frfîTsi'-) 

p = 3 

Z 

V -3: 

z.*,.* U-’V„ +3-^.0 

ET = A(K ~3A-h.) F = 3 

(30) 



Table II 

Displacement of levels from Centre of Gravity 

J = 1/2; I = 3/2 

E=Ax(fignre in table) 

0 1 iz 3 -1 6 10 15 Level 

Mr F 

2 0-750 1*250 1-4*7 £-250 2*75*0 3*750 5*750 *♦250 

1 0-750 1-073 1-235 1*424 2'4l9 3*3.56 S--3IS 7-777 

0 1 0*7ro o-su 0-47S I-SS3 I'llb 2*913 4'*** 7-3»7 

-1 0-750 0-tl4> 0-44l I-o73 I41Z Z-344 4*333 6'803 

-2 Û-7FO 0-250 0-643 -0*730 -1*25 -2'25 -4-75 -4*750 

l -l *25 -1-573 -1735 “2‘ 42*J -2*9i9 -3*156 -9-297 

0 1 -i>25 -l-3fc8 -1-473 -£•053 -2 4 74 -3-415 -5*34* -7*917 

-I -1*25 -1' 141 -1-573 *1'4»2 -2-874 -4*835 -7'3 *3 



Table III 

Displacement of levels from Centre of Gravity 

J = 3/2; 1=3/2 

E = Ax(figure in table) 

-TI-* 
0 Vz 3 4 6 10 is 

MP F 

1 2*25 3*7 SO 4*372 fc.?50 7*250 n-2ro n*Z50 24*750 

2 225- 3*331 3*123 5*77/ *7*2 ro |0* 104 ir-170 23-51» 

1 2*25 zni 3*220 4*764 6'I03 »-»>3 14-37* 21-163- 

0 z 2*25 2*400 2*5*2 3*641 4*702 7*5/4 I3.0Z1 20*423 

-\ 2*25 |*f72 i-ttb 1*764 2*/o3 2-H3 4-Ï77 6/161 

~2 2*25 »*33l 0'191 -HI1 -O'fSO ~J*m -4*^30 -6 * 601 

-3 2*25 0*750 0* 12* -1-ISO -3*750 -6*750 —12*756 -20*250 

2 -0*75* 0*164 <>.So<> I-6Z1 2*250 5-396 5*530 7*101 

1 -0*75 -0*lo4 0-201 i*365 1-170 3*/05 5*143 7-724 

o Z -0*?S -0 *4SV 1*024 1*7/4 2*747 4-161 7*342 

~\ -0*?5 -H0H -1*213 *1*634 -2'«1 -*-ns -4-107 -7-726. 

-2 -0*75 -M3l -2*323 -4*37' -6*50 0 -7'Col -14*470 -21-111 

l -2*75- -2*5 23 -2*5*2 -3-3Z1 -A-U.S -4.Oil -7-137 

0 1 -1*75 -MM -2*27 1 -2*462 -2*7 4| -5.407 —5*456 >7*112 

-2*75 -3-S23 -3*465 -5*45s -7-3Î1 -10*162 -16*022 -2Ï-13? 

0 0 -3*75 -^•SAZ -5*052 -7*203 -l'Ut -11*531 -17-131 -21-S»! 

(32) 



The X*s are next calculated for the different 

energies, "by arbitrarily talcing the last X in a 

given chain of equations (i.e., the one whose first 

subscript is the smallest) as having a value of one, 

and getting the others in terms of this one. These 

are then substituted in the intensity formulae for 

the various transitions possible (see Table I), and 

the total intensity of all transitions from a given 

level is calculated. The calculated results are 

shown in Table IV. 

The total of all parallel components for a 

given it is combined with the total of all perpen¬ 

dicular components in the manner previously ex¬ 

plained and the percentage of polarized light is 

plotted against XL. (see Graph I and Table V). 

(33) 



Tatile IY( a) 

Perpendicular Intensities in Resonance 

JL—*■ 
FriPiw Level 

Mr F 

’/a 1 (3 3 4 f 10 

3 - - - — — - 

Z M-4676 1 Z * 6 701 11*1342 6*sn> 4*4*4* Ï-4446 0-44*0 

i 17-1766 1 7 -61 70 !<,'?«» /l*456l S-771» 4*3690 1-6236 

0 3 I7-43S1 I 7-64 70 I7-S1I3 I5-94I2 H-652Ï 5". 7*560 1*5*97 

~\ \1'17U 17-6170 i6-*4** U-6561 S-Z71» 4-3690 »'623t 

-2 17*0940 17-7216 1 7. 9567 <7-65-61 |7*2*0O /6- 1551 16-322* 

-3 — — - - - - 

2 I7*0<*40 <7-7216 17-9567 17*6564 (7-2ÎOO 16*753-1 16-32 2* 

1 IZ-0 4U 15-0470 (J5-.S05S 17-1531 17-9104 I7-Z133 16-51 3 Z 

0 ^ <2-4255 j4"24<? / 7-1ZIZ 17-4424 16»-504 6 

-t 12-0446 («••Olio /5*fOS5 17-1331 I7*H«1 17-2133 <6-5-132 

-2 <4-4676 <2-6701 ll-'îlZ 6-3433 4-410 0 2*1444 o -49so 

1 17-715 Z 171754 16* 75*35 15*9600 (6*0437 16-0146 16* 0022 

0 \ 13*0422 16*2*39 17*7X2 17-3214 16-9223 16-rzsb 16.2414 

-1 |7*7452 17-1754 16-7535 15-9600 16-0637 16-0(66 16-0022 

0 0 13-0723 10'lOQO 7-03 77 3-9»O4 a»îi94 
. 

1*623 9 0-7111 

(34) 



Tafcle 17(1)) 

Parallel Intensities in Resonance 

JL—*• 
*/2 1 U 3 4 (o 10 Frw*» Lev» | 

Mr F 

3 - - - - - - - 

1 11.(7/64 7* 476? 7* 26 43 I*372fc o* 64do 0*17*3 0*0185 

\ 31*4 yoo 26*26 3fc 20-3 952 5*94 38 2 *5“3/o 0 «60 4 ^ 0*074 7 

O 3 49*8?o32 46*77/9 4(*8(I7 /5»76 73 S’.700 0*9052 0*6734 

33*4500 ?4'7434 ZO-3452 ar.«M3» 2» 5*310 0*606 4 0*0767 

2/-69Î24 27*7/42 32-5SJ9 5*/ * 84 60 S-7'42iy 61*3242 

-3 - - - — — — — 

2 2/69 3 24 27*719 2 ÎZ-SS'S') 44*4 270 57*8460 57-4 ZI 5 61*3*92 

1 *■4944 12**931 1^.2418 3/'#0 41 238» 52*2 715 59*4 464 

0 Z l3’6ott>3 7*0*09 i?*23 5* 31*4615 41-73Z1 59-704 

-1 4-044 l 2*893 « (S* 24 48 31*7744 4/-2331 52*2715* 57-4*44 

-z ui?iM 7>4m «**244 3 <• 3724 0-44 06 0*1783 0.0Z*5“ 

1 44*om 5-3*0639 5*7.434 7 64'îirt 63’4f42 4V844I 0-9792 

0 1 4 J-Z4Î7 1**8929 28*5*39 rt'Wz 55* 74 36 595334 62*0219 

44*0*96 53-0 43<î S7-4Î47 44» 3ISfc 4 3*4 142 63*7641 6 3-9 79 Z 

0 0 8* Z20Z6 4*|o \o 2-Î4I» 0-047 0*2400 0*0767 0.0)54 

(35) 



Table V 

Calculated Values of the Polarization for Various Si 

Jl 
Total 

P«.rptn 4i cm. lar 

Intensity 

Iv 

Total 

Paunxllel 

Intensity 

P« 

I.-I, 

P« 

I2P« 
I*+ ly 15- P„ 

'lz 217' 714 Z 35" 3- 771 1 20*26 % 16-4 3 % 

. 217-971? 3 34'4 roo 21-07 17-13 

rz Zli.Z'Si'î 7U-55-SI 23-13 !?•?* 

3 11 2-4341 -S94-1o«7 1 3*21 2 7*23 

4 177-349 7 9l2*m? 39-40 7X-80 

b I54.S673 4 5> 1S 20 41-63 41'0* 

\o I37-916Z 412*61 93 Si'll 44*70 

(3b) 
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EXPERIIIEETTAL PROCEDURE 

Plane polarized light from a sodium discharge 

tube was allowed to fall on a bulb filled with so¬ 

dium vapor, and the degree of polarization of the 

resonance radiation produced in the bulb was meas¬ 

ured at right angles to the direction of incidence 

by the Cornu method, (see Fig. 5). In Fig. 5 the 

electric vector of the exciting light was perpen¬ 

dicular to the plane of the paper. The resonance 

bulb was a Pyrex bulb, about 5 cm» in diameter, 

flattened on four sides in order to cut down in¬ 

ternal reflections. The sodium was in a small bulb 

W = Wollaston prism 
IT*= graduated ITicol 

S = source of light 
IT = ITicol prism 

Fig. 5 

(37) 



attached below it and was heated by hot air from 

a bunsen flame placed about txvo feet below it. (see 

Fig. 6). This resonance bulb was connected through 

a liquid air trap to a mercury diffusion pump. A 

large coil 2H inches in diameter v/as placed around 

the resonance bulb at such an angle that the earth’s 

magnetic field could be neutralized with it. A set 

coils produced the necessary external magnetic 

field for measurements of the degrees of polari¬ 

zation of resonance radiation in different fields. 

The source of sodium light was a tube of the 

sodium in it v/as controlled by the temperature of 

the oven surrounding a side tube containing sodium 

which could diffuse into a long discharge tube.(see 

of Helmholz coils was 

placed vertically 

about the resonance 

bulb so that their 

magnetic field v/as 

parallel to the elec- 

Fig. 6 trie vector of the 

exciting light. These 

type designed by Ellett The vapor pressure of 

(30) 



Fig* 7) Thus when a current of 0.° amperes was 

passed through the tube, a very intense source of 

sodium light could be obtained with a low pressure 

of sodium in the tube* This heavy current heated 

the tube to the softening point. The low pressure 

helped to eliminate self-reversal in the source. 

Fig. 7 

It was found by ELlett that when the oven was be¬ 

tween 253°C. and 270°C., no appreciable self-rever¬ 

sal was present. In this experiment, the oven was 

kept at 2éO°C. Power for this discharge was pro¬ 

duced by a 10 kilovoltampere General Electric oil- 

filled transformer. A resistance was placed in the 

primary circuit to keep the current through the 

(39) 



tube at the desired amount. 

As already mentioned above, the resonance 

hulh was heated hy the hot air from a buns en 

flame placed about two feet below it. larriclc 

found no measurable chance in the decree of pol¬ 

arization for a ranee of temperatures of 85° to 

120°C. In this experiment, the bulb was kept at a 

temperature Just under 120°0. 

The slit by the resonance bulb was about 3 

mm. in width and was placed about one or two mm. 

from the wall of the resonance bulb. The slit was 

painted dead black. All stray light was carefully 

trapped. 

The Helmholz coils had 235 turns to each coil, 

and had inner and outer radii of 5»0 and 8.25 cm. 

respectively. The expression for the field strencth 

inside a pair of Helmholz coils is given by 

u_ 32 ir NI 
M >f5» r 

and r was found from the expression 2/r = 1/rt+1/r. 

where n and r0 are the inner and outer radii res¬ 

pectively; thus 

|~) = 36*^ I gauss . 

However, since so many turns of wire were used, it 

(40) 



was thought advisable to measure the field directly. 

This was done in the usual manner with a flip coil, 

standard inductance, and potentiometer box. (see 

Fig, 8), In this diagram, C is the flip coil (turned 

through lCn°), P is a Leeds and ITorthrup students 

potentiometer, V is a standard cell, R is a 4 ohm 

standnrd resistance, M is a standard 10 millihenry 

mutual inductance. The field H, measured by this 

Fig. 8 

method is given by 
I I  M L . H“ znA 

where i is the current through r (measured indirect¬ 

ly by P), n is the number of turns on the flip coil, 

and A is the area of the flip coil. It was found 

experimentally that the value of H was 

H = 3fe* Il J auss 



where I is the current through the Ilelmholz coils. 

In measuring the degree of polarization in a 

given field by the Cornu method, the Yfollaston 

prism (see Fig, 5) was first adjusted so as to give 

maximum separation of the two images of the slit, 

and the distance "between it and the slit was ad¬ 

justed until the two images were separated by a 

faint black line when illuminated with sodium light. 

This black line disappeared when the analyzing 

Kicol prism was rotated to the angle of equal in¬ 

tensity of the two images. 

In the Cornu method of determining the degree 

of polarization of light, the angle between the 

position of complete disappearance of one of the 

images and the position of equal intensity is meas¬ 

ured. If we call this angle 0, always taking 0 as 

the angle greater than 45°» then -cos(20) is the 

fraction of the light that is polarized. In this 

experiment, the angle at the position of equal in¬ 

tensity was measured on each side of the position 

of complete disappearance of one of the images; we 

then measured 20 directly. This was done because it 



ia much easier to maire an accurate setting on the 

position of equal intensity than on the place where 

one image disappears. 

About twenty observations on the polarization 

were made for each value of the field. 

(43) 



RESULTS 

The experimental points found are given in 

Table VI. The possible errors listed are 0.675 times 

the corresponding average deviation of the runs. 

It may be remarked here that the possible errors 
O 

given by Larriclc were listed as the probable er¬ 

rors computed by the method of least squares. As 

given, they were about 0.3 to 0.4 in units of per¬ 

cent of polarization. However, we have found that 

it is quite impossible to make settings of the 

Hicol analyzek with anything near that accuracy, es¬ 

pecially for low degree of polarization. How since 

the uncertainty in this experiment is not caused 

by any lack of calibration of the analyzer, but 

by the large uncertainty in matching intensities 

by the Cornu method, the question could be raised 

as to whether the low least squares errors given 

by larrick might not possibly be due to a loose 

interpretation of the method of least squares. 

In fitting the theoretical curve to the ob¬ 

served points, (see Graph II) it was found that 

.—A  =r 
9<J)e 

(44) 



or A-7'75"X|0H en,'1 

since g(J)=4/3 for the level, larriclc got a 

value of 7»43x104 cm] for A. 

Table VI 

H 
(JAU.SS) 

Percent 

PoUriioctioK 
Error 

0 1 6-48 1-0 

7-4 Kb'S 

1 S-05 zo-y 1* 1 

2 24-2 0-7 

36*l 26-7 0-8 

5-4-1 32-t 0'7 

72-3 3 4-3 o-r 

7o- 3 4 2 '3 ù-S 

108-3 4 VI o-4 

MV3 45-1 o-4 

ITow we had in Eg.. ( 0 ) that 

«jU)= A h i(i-HUltk) im xtl.lA 
Av AU+i) kU,7«i) 

Goudsmit’s tabulated values of A and k for 4=1, 

S = 3/2 are 1.^0 and 1,m for Z4 about 10. We are 

(43) 
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using a value of 3;. of 7.6 as used by larriclc'and 
10 2 

Ellett . AV for the 3 P state of sodium is 17.8, 

and j = 3/2, -P =1. Therefore 

g(I) = 1.71 = /VI 

or /“■ = 1.71x3/2 

Therefore /x = 2.3 nuclear magnetien^. 
Q "I Q 

The values found by larrick' and ELlett vary 

from 2.02 to 2.6. The actual values have very little 

significance "because, as pointed out hy Breit (see 

paper hy Ellett, footnote 10) the value of Z[ may 

lie between 7 and ?, and any attempt to find more 

accurately the shielding constant which determines 

these values is at present meaningless. 

It should be noted that even though this ex¬ 

periment has given a fairly good value of yw. (the 

present accepted value determined from hyperfine 

structure measurements is between 1.?0 and 2.10) 

it is of no practical use for determining nuclear 

moments accurately. The value of th« method of 

determining yu. lies in the fact that it is an en¬ 

tirely independent method, not subject to the ever¬ 

present possibilities of misinterpreting data (as 

(46) 



in the hyperfine structure method). It may give the 

sign of yu. correctly and the rough order of magni¬ 

tude just as this experiment has done. It would he 

almost impossible to use it for nuclei with values 

of I greater than 3/2 because of the extreme labor 

involved in solving the hyperfine structure inten¬ 

sity formulae for equations of higher order than 

fourth degree. 

In conclusion, the writer wishes to thank 

Dr. H. A. Wilson for suggesting this work and for 

his invaluable aid in carrying out the experimental 

details. She is also indebted to Dr. A. ELlett 

for his help on the theory of this experiment. 
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